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1. Introduction

Introduction
The Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty has long had a strong association with
tourism.
Maintaining the strength of the tourism sector
is pivotal to the welfare of the economy and the
community of the area, as tourism remains one
of the few industrial and employment sectors
that has the potential to be compatible with the
conservation aims and objectives of specially
protected areas.
Tourism relies heavily on the retention of the
qualities, character and charm of its landscape,
its settlements, its scenery and its wildlife. In
return, tourism has the capacity to underpin the
strength of the economy; its well-being of the
community through the provision of business and
employment; and also to act as a crucial axis in
the local supply chain by supporting a wide array
of other economic sectors.
However, as with any economic sector, tourism
can generate potential sources of conflict, with
general growth aspirations driven by economic
forces in opposition to the need for environment
conservation and maintaining the fabric of the
community itself.
In order to achieve a truly sustainable tourism
destination, the behaviour and impact of
visitors, both positive and negative, need to be
fully understood, and reflected in future visitor
management plans and policies.
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Through this study, a more thorough appreciation
of how the impacts of visitors manifest themselves
within the Norfolk Coast AONB has been
achieved. In particular, the process of consultation
has provided a greater insight into the views
of the community, businesses, environmental
organisations, and visitors.
The following summary details the key findings of
Scott Wilson’s investigations into the benefits and
impacts of tourism within the Norfolk Coast Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

2. Study Aims & Approach

Study Aims &
Approach
The aim of the study, as outlined in the Brief, is to
firmly identify the costs and benefits of tourism to
the AONB, in order that more effective management
techniques can be identified based on the principles
of sustainability. Thus, the study bried identified
the specific requirement for the recommendations
to be representative of the interests of business,
the environment, the community, and the visitors;
all as equal stakeholders.
To fulfil these requirements, a two-phase approach
has been adopted. The main aims of the two
phases can be defined as follows:
•

Phase I - To thoroughly investigate the nature
of the tourism sector, and to define the key
benefits and costs (economic, environmental
and community) of overnight visitors, and day
visitors (defined as ‘tourism day visitors’).

•

Phase II – To test the magnitude to which
these impacts are discernible within the
Norfolk Coast AONB, and to examine potential
initiatives and approaches that could assist
the Norfolk Coast Partnership and other key
stakeholders to better manage tourism visitor
impacts. This has been explored through two
workshops with local business, community
and environmental representatives; and
through two Visitor Focus Groups (one with
overnight tourists, based in Leicester; one
with predominantly tourism day visitors based
in Norwich).

Although the investigations have been conducted
as two phases, the process for Phase II has helped
to place an appropriate weight to the impacts
identified in Phase I. Therefore, it is deemed
inappropriate to present each phase as a separate
report. Rather, reference is made to the findings
of Phase II where it adds evidence or weight to
the effects of a particular impact; or whereby the
exploration of certain solutions has generated
strong opinion.
The value of this study is that it has essentially
instigated, through its ambition and its content,
a new process for evaluating both the costs and
benefits of tourism within an environmentally
sensitive destination, with analysis of all elements
placed side-by-side. With the continuing adoption
and adaptation of tourism to ensure that it is a
‘sustainable’ sector, it is appropriate that the
benefits of tourism, which are mainly derived
through tourism spend, are placed within a wider
context, and balanced against the impact of
tourism on the environment and community within
the destination. This is essentially the outcome of
this study in relation to the Norfolk Coast AONB.
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3. Investigation Summary
Investigation
Summary
Overview of Tourism within the
AONB
The Norfolk Coast AONB is a tourism destination
in its own right due to its distinctive landscape and
wildlife, and the nature of the tourists attracted
to it.
The northern area of Norfolk as a whole has
traditionally had strong connotations with tourism
through the coastal resorts of Cromer, Sheringham,
Hunstanton, and Great Yarmouth, and the unique
Norfolk landscapes and The Broads, all of which
are in close proximity to, or actually border on, the
Norfolk Coast AONB.

provision generally matching visitor requirements
through a good mix of accommodation (Map
3.1); a range of things to do and see (Map 3.2);
a high level of walking and cycling routes; and
a mix of more specialist activities and pursuits.
Nevertheless, the tourism product could still be
enhanced through investment in quality, service,
and through a greater degree of packaging.

Overview of the Visitor Context
On the basis of the investigations (Phase I & II), it
is the opinion of Scott Wilson that the key markets
to the Norfolk Coast AONB can be classified as
follows:
•

Countryside escapism, with the Norfolk
Coast perceived to be particularly appealing
for people from urban areas (London and the
Midlands) looking to escape the pressures
and strains of their working life by immersing
themselves in an attractive countryside/coastal
setting.

•

Traditional coastal trips, for those who
are seeking a more relaxing, secluded and
escapist experience compared to the resorts
of Cromer, Sheringham and Hunstanton, and
who will place a high premium on the quality
of the surrounding landscape.

•

Wildlife watching, which is a potential growth
market due to greater public awareness of the
environment and conservation issues. This is
a key strength of the Norfolk Coast AONB
through its unique bird life and seal colonies.

•

Activities orientated, with some adventurous
activities such as wind (Kites, Kite Buggying,
Kite Surfing) and water sports (canoeing/
kayaking, sailing, jet skiing and power-boating)
growing in popularity, although at relatively
low levels at present. Opportunities for game
shooting, fishing, and golf can also prompt
visits. Visits are less motivated by specific

However, changes in tourism characteristics and
preferences have meant that over time the Norfolk
Coast AONB itself has grown in stature as an
attractive and appealing proposition for visitors,
with the key assets including:
•

the unique and unspoilt nature of its coastal
and countryside landscapes, which have been
actively protected and conserved against
inappropriate development;

•

the peace and tranquillity of its countryside
and coastal areas, particularly in comparison
to competing resorts in the UK (‘less touristy
than ….[other UK destinations]’);

•

the charm and character of its main settlements,
and the friendliness of the local population
[‘welcoming’]; and

•

the unique opportunity it presents for learning
about and observing wildlife, particularly
waterfowl, wildfowl and the offshore seal
colonies.

This overall package presents a highly desirable
and coherent offer for visitors, with the level of
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provision for walking and cycling, although
walking remains a key activity undertaken once
at the destination.
•

Cultural and sightseeing, particularly at
Sandringham House, Holkham Hall, Felbrigg
Hall and the North Norfolk Railway; but also
through local festivals which have a much
wider audience than local residents. Overall,
it is felt that this market could be enhanced
across the whole of the northern reaches of
Norfolk through greater ‘theming’.

•

‘Nostalgia’ trips, from people re-living their
childhood, or re-visiting areas that they may
have lived in at previous life stages (‘during
the war’).

•

Food & Drink, with several comments from
visitors suggesting that the Norfolk Coast has
the potential of offering a strong ‘local’ and
‘independent’ context for certain foods and
beverages.

Tourism & The Environment
The organisations charged with the management
of the most sensitive environments of the Norfolk
Coast AONB point to the fact that many of their
conservation practices are made more difficult due
to the presence of all types of visitors.
Some of the Nature Reserves (see Map 3.3) have
noted a strong growth in the volume of all types
of visitors (tourists and leisure day visits), and a
widening of the range of activities that the coastal
environs are being used for, with some having
specific relationship to ‘tourism’ (wildlife watching;
kiting activities; paragliding; water-sports).
The impacts that this is having on certain sites
include:
•

•

disturbances and damage to nesting, breeding
and feeding sites of birds. This is believed
to be contributing to losses in populations
of the Ring Plover, Sandwich Tern and Little
Tern species, although an actual weight to this
cannot be apportioned specifically to visitor
activity.
evidence of trampling of habitats, such as
salt marshes and dune systems. At current
levels, however, these are not thought to be
immediately threatening.

Certain activities are felt to be more damaging to
the protected habitats than others, with dogs being
let off leads, low level flying, and visitors ignoring
cordoned areas, all being observed as having a
high level of negative consequences. However,

the resources available to the Reserves are not felt
to be sufficient to effectively target a reduction in
these behaviours, with intervention only possible
in a few instances.
Funding and resourcing appear to be the main
constraints behind more effective management of
visitors. It is recognised that visitors do help fund
the Reserves through spend and membership.
However, there is still a question as to whether
these funds, as a proportion of the overall monies
spent by tourists within the AONB, is sufficient
given the specific sensitivities of the environment.
The main sources of contributions from visitors
are through membership, car-parking charges,
purchases and donations. Increasing these
contributions cannot be easily achieved without
investing heavily in capital plant (i.e. shops and
cafes). Such investment has been achieved at
Titchwell Reserves, which has proved to be very
successful, and is planned for the reserve at
Cley.
Over and above these impacts, whilst certain
aspects of environmental damage caused by
visitors are observed - such as the potential for
increased pollution and littering for example - they
are not considered to be at a level that is prompting
pressing concern. A more burning issue, however,
is connected to global environmental changes,
such as rising sea levels, and how this could
impact on the Norfolk Coast.

Tourism & the Economy
Tourism businesses are strong advocates of the
economic benefits that tourism brings to the
Norfolk Coast. This is understandable given
the fact that they have a vested interest in the
continued strength of the sector. They are of the
opinion that:
•

tourism provides one of the few ‘sustainable’
industries which is compatible with the
special nature of the AONB and its specific
conservation designations;

•

tourism supports high levels of employment,
which in turn has the potential to maintain the
welfare of the local community;

•

the support of tourism spend transcends a
multitude of other business sectors; and

•

tourism helps to support other local amenities
(including retail, leisure, health and transport
services through retention of the community)
which would otherwise be viable

Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis
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Volume and Value

approximately 332,000 visits to the AONB.
These visits amount to £10.9 million of
discretionary spend (i.e. spend related to the
trip to the area), and a further £5.4 million in
relation to charges and tax. Therefore, the
overall average expenditure of property owners
is £16.4 million (allowing for rounding).

In order to place the economic benefits within
context, Scott Wilson has applied its understanding
of tourism within the AONB to estimate the volume
and value of the different visitor markets.
The calculations are based on our interpretation of
the tourism sector within the Norfolk Coast AONB.
The information has been amalgamated from a
variety of sources including Scott Wilson’s own
investigations into the level of tourism and nature
of the assets; data from the East of England Tourist
Board (EETB); and specialist reports on particular
markets (e.g. static caravans; and day visitors); all
of which have been fed into our calculations.

•

An estimated 1.95 million tourism day trips (of
a duration of three hours or more) are made to
the Norfolk Coast AONB. These tourism day
trips have a value of £51 million.

•

The overall value of all tourism related trips
(including second home owners) is calculated
as being a cumulative total of £132.9 million
to the local economy.

•

On the basis of an average economic multiplier
of 1.3, it can be assumed that the overall
tourism spend creates a further £33.4 million
within the AONB economy (i.e. every £1 a
visitor spends generates a further £0.26p in
other spend for the local economy).

•

The overall worth of tourism spend within the
Norfolk Coast is, therefore, £163.2 million.

•

This in turn is estimated to support 2,639
FTE’s (3,664 actual jobs), or 11% (16%) of
the overall AONB population of working
age.

Caution over the use of the Data
We believe that these figures represent a robust
and rationalised approximation of the volume and
value of tourism to the Norfolk Coast AONB.
However, our process should not be considered
a true economic impact assessment, as we have
not used a specific assessment model such
as ‘Cambridge’ or ‘STEAM’. Rather, we have
transposed the information obtained onto previous
workings provided by the EETB who utilise the
Cambridge Model. A more detailed assessment
of calculations and the rational used is provided
in Section 6 in the full report.
It should be noted that all economic impact
assessments need to be treated with an element
of caution, and regarded as a snapshot in time.
This caution should be recognised throughout
the following analysis, and we would request that
this information only be treated as an indication
of the scale and importance of visitor activity in
the local area.

Key Findings
Whilst recognising the limitations of the model, we
believe that the following figures represent the most
accurate reflection to date of the current annual
worth of tourism to the Norfolk Coast AONB.
•

There are 472,000 overnight visits made to
the Norfolk Coast AONB using commercial
accommodation (e.g. serviced accommodation,
holiday lets, touring campers and caravans).
These visitors stay a cumulative 1.86 million
nights within the area, with a worth of £63.3
million.

•

Those visiting friends and relatives generate
roughly 40,300 visits creating £2.2 million
for the local economy.

•

People who own static caravans, chalets
or second homes for private use make

Value of the Environment
The investigations suggest that businesses
recognise that it is the attractiveness of the
environment in its widest sense that is the key driver
for people to visit the area. It is thus reasonable
to suggest that the vast majority of tourism spend,
and the other aspects of the economy that it
supports, is inextricably linked to the quality of the
environment. As a result, business has a strong
role to play (and vested interest) in ensuring that
the quality of the environment is sustained and not
damaged by either its activities, or the activities of
its patrons.
There are indications that some businesses are
already starting to engage themselves in this
process through the introduction of ‘greening’
initiatives in their operations, such as holiday parks
attaining the David Bellamy Conservation Award.
Moreover, the consultation process identified a
willingness of tourism business to be involved in
promoting environmental awareness to its visitors,
which adds further support to this claim.

Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis



However, both environmental groups and
community representatives suggest that the role
of tourism businesses should be greater in creating
an environmentally and socially responsible tourism
offer. Furthermore, some question the validity of
the claims that tourism spend is linked to the
welfare of the community suggesting that tourism
spend tends to only benefit tourism businesses.

Further investigations into some of these claims
have revealed that the Norfolk Coast AONB does
suffer from:
•

a dramatic rise in its overall population levels
during the peak tourism season caused by
overnight visitors alone (more than doubles in
each month between July-September);

Tourism & The Community

•

Community organisations and representatives
appear to have diverging opinions on the impacts
and effects of tourism on the welfare of the
community.

this population increase, combined with the
influx of day visitors, can lead to the A149
experiencing over 4-times its ‘normal’ level of
traffic; and

•

tourism employment within Norfolk as a whole
is said to suffer from poor working conditions;
low pay (rarely above the minimum wage for
many workers); low levels of skills training; and
inflexible and unsociable working hours.

On the one hand, a proportion of representatives
consulted consider the economic benefits that
tourism brings to outweigh any negative effects
that they cause. This group tends to support the
views of the business sector, stating that tourism
is one of the few truly viable industry sectors in
this rural and isolated area; that it supports a
wide variety of employment; and it brings wider
economic benefits. In this respect, tourism by
definition is regarded as an integral component
of community welfare.
In contrast, other representatives lay claim to the
notion that tourism does little to support the wider
community or the wider economy, and in fact can
be very damaging to the quality of their lives. In
particular, and to counter some of the more positive
views held, these representatives suggest that:
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•

tourism spend is not distributed through the
local economy;

•

the employment tourism creates is low paid,
low skilled, seasonal and is often taken up by
a workforce brought in from outside the AONB
itself;

•

the facilities and services that tourism claims
to support are still closing, and some surviving
services have a distinct slant (both in product
and price) to tourists rather than locals;

•

tourists create a number of ‘nuisances’,
including the invasion of privacy, heightened
noise, and petty damage;

•

tourism leads to a dramatic increase in the
volume of traffic along unsuitable roads,
particularly along the A149;

•

certain developments which are designed to
cater better for tourism is leading to a ‘suburbanisation’ of the AONB; and

•

tourism is perceived to be responsible for the
growth in second home ownership.

Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis

In addition, second home ownership is quantifiably
high within the Norfolk Coast AONB, with 15% of
houses classified as being ‘with no residents’. The
concern is that this could become even greater
in the future. The consequences of this could
be a continuous erosion of the strength of the
community, leading to the loss of further locally
focused services and amenities, as high prices
continue to rise, increasing the affordability gap.
This is perceived to be undesirable certainly from
the perspective of the residents; but is a view also
shared by tourists themselves.

Other Issues
The report has highlighted how the volume of
tourists and their means of transport can manifest
themselves in a wider perspective.
As suggested above, tourism has been noted to
increase the local population levels. Overall, the
impacts and additional pressure that these visits
can have is the equivalent of placing a further
quarter of the current population (9,600 people)
within the AONB over the course of a year. This has
implications for resource consumption and waste
production, for example, and is amplified during
the peak months of July, August and September,
when the local population more than doubles
through tourism volume alone (i.e. excluding day
visitor volume).
In addition, the car movements generated by
visitors to the AONB release a around 65,000
tonnes of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere
per year.

4. Conclusions

Conclusions
Assessing the impacts and effects of tourism within
a destination is not straightforward, particularly
within a destination such as the Norfolk Coast
AONB which has an array of complex issues.

•

Tourism within the Norfolk Coast AONB has
a direct economic value estimated at £132.9
million, which after induced/indirect spend
increases to £163.2 million,

This study, in both its ambition and its content,
provides a unique assessment and insight into
the various pressures created by visitors. In
conclusion, both positive and adverse effects of
tourism are evident within the AONB, which can
be summarised as follows (also see Fig 4.1).

•

This spend is estimated to support 3,664 actual
jobs within the Norfolk Coast economy, which
is the equivalent of 16% of the population of
the AONB which is of working age.

•

Tourism spend supports many businesses
within other sectors of the economy, ranging
from construction, to retail, to arts and crafts
for example.

Tourism Benefits
Environment

Community
•

•

•

Areas of high landscape value have a strong
association with tourism, and tourism itself
can be a spur to ensure that these landscapes
continue to be conserved in the future.
Management/Conservation
organisations
benefit from visitor spend, including car park/
entrance fees, membership subscription, and
other discretionary spend (catering, retail).
Visitors can be educated about the environment,
its qualities and the need for conservation.

Economic
•

Tourism is one of the few economic sectors
that has the capacity to the match conservation
aims and objectives of the AONB (i.e. tourism
relies upon the maintenance and up-keep of
the landscape qualities and environmental
character).

•

Without the tourism sector, and the spend
tourists generate, the community would lose
a key employment sector. This in turn would
lead to further losses within the community as
workers move away in search of employment.

•

A level of facilities and services that serve the
community rely upon the additional spend that
tourism brings to make their business viable.

•

Anecdotally, the welcoming nature of the
community is a key asset of the Norfolk Coast
tourism offer. Likewise, positive interaction
between residents and tourists can lead to
a greater sense of pride and potential for
volunteering.

Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis
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Tourism Costs/Disbenefits
Economic
Environment
•

Different visitor types/behaviours are observed
to have a damaging effect on certain natural
attributes of the AONB, especially in relation
to its wildlife which has specific conservation
requirements and designations.

•

The additional resources required to ‘manage’
visitors has been to the detriment of other
conservation practices.

•

The contribution of visitors to the management
of the landscape is not considered
proportionate to the value that is placed on
the natural landscape in terms of its appeal
to visitors.

•

12

Certain tourism developments, or developments
aimed at providing better access for tourists,
are being viewed as a means of ‘sub-urbanising’
the landscape.
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•

There appears to be a reliance on tourism as
a sector that underpins the well-being of the
economy. This could be to the detriment of the
economic sector as a whole if a sudden down
turn in tourism fortunes is realised.

•

The economic gains from tourism expenditure
have seen local businesses deliberately gear
their provision to suit a higher spending visitor
market rather than local markets, whereby price
is artificially inflated beyond the means of local
residents.

•

Tourism employment is considered to be low
paid, low skilled, seasonal and offering poor
working conditions, with many people employed
within the sector coming from outside of the
AONB including migrant workers to fill certain
workforce shortages.

Community
•

The presence of tourists and tourism day
visitors is pressurising certain amenities and
infrastructure designed for local needs – the
volume of visitors experienced through the year
has an impact equivalent of adding a further
fifth of the current resident population on a
permanent basis.

•

Traffic volume is increasing pressure on local
roads, which is to the detriment of both local
residents and perceptions of visitors.

•

Tourism is perceived by the local community
to be at the forefront of the increase in second
home ownership observed within the Norfolk
Coast AONB.

Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis
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Generates income for
conservation.

Facilitates conservation
education amongst the general
public.

•

•

Visitor behaviour can have
detrimental impacts upon wildlife.

Increased resource consumption.

Disproportionate visitor
contribution to environmental
conservation.

Potential ‘sub-urbanisation’ of
landscape.

•

•

•

•

Costs/Disbenefits

Encourages the continued
conservation of special
environments.

•

Benefits

ENVIRONMENTAL

Fig. 4.1 Tourism Benefits/Disbenefits

Low skilled and low paid
employment.

Artificially inflated prices by local
businesses.

•
•

Risk from a single sector
reliance.

Underpins the wider economy.

•

•

Supports large proportion of the
workforce.

High economic value sector.

•
•

Has the potential to match
AONB objectives.

•

ECONOMIC

Contributing factor behind
second home ownership.

Increased pressure on local
roads.

•
•

Pressurising fragile amenities &
infrastructure.

•

Generates a feeling of being a
welcoming destination.

Supports local amenities &
services.

•
•

Sustains local employment.

•

COMMUNITY

5. Key Issues &
Recommendations

Key Issues &
Recommendations

appropriate management techniques to ensure
negative impacts are minimised.
•

To engage tourism businesses to highlight their
role in the process of developing a sustainable
destination, following a partnership approach
for mutual benefit.

•

To raise awareness amongst visitors as to the
possibilities for them to engage in appropriate
behaviour.

•

To promote and develop sustainable transport
to a point whereby alternatives to car use
become realistic options, matched by initiatives
that reduce the appeal of driving on the Norfolk
Coast road (A149).

•

To ensure that the maximum economic
gains from tourism are realised by offering a
coherent product, based on quality and local
distinctiveness that filters through the local
supply chain.

•

To actively seek a partnership approach
between the stakeholders involved in tourism
to ensure that tourism actively supports local
communities.

Key Issues
The value of tourism to the Norfolk Coast AONB is
considerable, and it remains one of the few sectors
of the economy that is potentially compatible with
the aims and objectives of preserving the high
quality landscape that the Norfolk Coast offers.
However, the volume of tourism is such that undue
pressure is increasing on both the sensitivities
of the environment, and upon the community
in which tourism integrates. The volume and
behaviour of visitors at some reserves is now at
a level whereby certain conservation practices
are being compromised. In addition, the views
of certain community representatives suggest that
their tolerance threshold with regard to tourism
intrusion is reaching its capacity.
To be truly sustainable, tourism stakeholders
must accept that future growth of tourism within
the AONB must be sufficiently controlled and
managed to allow for the introduction of more
effective measures designed to mitigate these
impacts. This study has identified a number of
key issues that will need to be addressed if this
goal is to be attained. These include:
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•

To gain a true understanding of the nature,
characteristics and motivations behind tourism
visits.

•

To understand the effects that different
types of visitors and behaviours have on the
most sensitive environmental sites within the
AONB.

•

Through

this

understanding,

Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis

to

initiate

•

Recommendations

Network

Having identified some of the key issues to be
overcome in the attainment of the Norfolk Coast
becoming a sustainable tourism destination, the
following section recommends initiatives and
areas for further investigation for the Norfolk Coast
Partnership.

R4.1

To maximise the interactive learning and
education potential of Visitor Centres to
all types of visitor.

R4.2

To investigate ways of enhancing the
visibility of the Holme Visitor Centre.

These recommendations have been devised to
ensure that future tourism development within the
Norfolk Coast AONB is based on a more balanced
approach. They also reflect certain specific
requirements for attaining the EUROPARC Charter
status, which is potentially a future ambition of the
Norfolk Coast Partnership.

R4.3

To encourage more effective means of
presenting Holkham as a ‘Nature Reserve’
to its visitor audiences.

Recommendation 5 – Investigate the potential
for out-reach talks and guided tours

Key Issue: Visitor Research
R5.1

To investigate further the potential for
‘Nature-Watch’-style guided tours.

R5.2

To investigate the potential for outreach talks at strategic locations – large
accommodation establishments, which
also have an large neighbouring supply of
accommodation establishments.

Recommendation 1 - Quantitative & Qualitative
Research
R1.1

R1.2

To conduct qualitative and quantitative
visitor research at regular intervals as a
means of identifying and monitoring visitor
characteristics, motivations, behaviour
patterns, and preferences; and testing the
value of certain initiatives.
To explore the potential of utilising new
technologies for making visitor research
more cost effective.

Recommendation 6 – Maximise the Use of
Volunteers
R6.1

To investigate the potential use of volunteers
to ‘police’ visitor behaviour and act as a
frontline intervention measure with in the
Nature Reserves under greatest threat.

R6.2

To promote the potential for ‘volun-tourism’
within the AONB through the membership
network of the environmental conservation/
management organisations, and the British
Trust for Conservation Volunteers.

Key Issue: Understanding Visitor Behaviour
Impacts & Effects
Recommendation 2 – Techniques & Methods
R2

To strengthen the value of the current visitor
behaviour monitoring system through
introducing:

Recommendation 7 – Damage Prevention
•
•

•

a systematic approach to sampling.
a measure that defines the severity
of the behaviour impacts in terms of
effect.
a monitoring system across all Nature
Reserves/sensitive locations within the
Norfolk Coast AONB.

Key Issue: Visitor Management Techniques
Recommendation 3 – Engaging with Visitors at
Point of Contact
R3

To engage with visitors at the initial point of
contact. This is to ensure that they ‘buy-in’
to an experience which has conservation
and wildlife protection at its heart.

Recommendation 4 – Utilise Visitor Centre

R7

To ensure that any closures or restricted
access to certain sites are clearly defined
and the rationale explained to visitors.

Key Issue: Engaging Tourism Business in
Environmental Conservation
Recommendation 8: Tourism Business Role in
Visitor Behaviour Message Dissemination
R8.1

To devise positive conservation messages
to be included on any individual or joint
promotional literature (including access to
web-based visitor portals).

R8.2

To identify ‘champions’ of environmental
conservation management to encourage
businesses to impart agreed positive
conservation messages.
Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis
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stops for refreshments.
Recommendation 9: Business Involvement in
Environmental Management
R9

To investigate the potential benefits of
instigating a joint conservation/business
partnership scheme which denotes
businesses that are ‘active supporters of
Norfolk Coast Conservation’.

Recommendation 13: Route Start & Finish
Points
R13

Recommendation 10: Greening Tourism
Businesses
R10.1 To promote the adoption of ‘greening’
practices amongst all businesses involved
in tourism.
R10.2 To look at the value of introducing further
reward schemes that will assist tourism
businesses in adopting ‘green’ practices.

To investigate the potential usage of cycle
and walking routes that start outside of the
Norfolk Coast AONB if linked to a means
of sustainable transport that returned to the
start point – there is the potential to trial
this by including the Wells & Walsingham
Railway within sustainable itineraries.

Key Issue: Traffic & Transport
Recommendation 14: Raising Awareness of the
Public Transport
R14

R10.3 To ensure that other services are available
allowing for the easy adoption of ‘green’
practices within everyday tasks of running
a tourism businesses (recycling collection;
re-usable resources, etc).

To promote awareness and use of the
Coastal Hopper and other bus services
through:
•
•

Key Issue: Raising Awareness

•

Recommendation 11: Raising the Profile of
Sightseeing Attractions

•

R11

To encourage and contribute to the
promotion of sightseeing and cultural
attractions as a means of drawing visitors
away from the sensitive coastal areas,
and thus alleviate some of the pressure
created.

Recommendation 12: Promotion of Cycling and
Walking Routes
R12.1 For the Norfolk Coast to become a
destination that is synonymous with
walking and cycling by raising awareness
of the considerable walking and cycling
routes available within the area.

•
•

Including journeys, times, etc. as part
of a sustainable itinerary;
Joint promotional activities – reduced
entrance fees, money off food and
drink, link to cycle hire;
Identifying other sources of ticket
purchase – accommodation provider,
local shops;
Packaging public transport in the
context of the AONB as an attraction
in its own right;
Ensuring a family friendly focus; and
Looking at the potential for multiple
day passes.

Recommendation 15: Developing Public
Transport Network
R15

To ensure that promotion of public transport
is matched by sufficient investment in
service provision, designed around the
needs of visitors.

Recommendation 16: Park & Ride System
R16

R12.2 To ensure that routes are provided off-road
and along quiet lanes, and are of different
lengths to appeal to a wide range of
users.

To investigate the potential viability and
usage of Park & Ride schemes to be sited
in locations outside of, or on the outskirts
of, the Norfolk Coast AONB.

Recommendation 17: Cycle Carriage Facilities
R12.3 To ensure that interpretation is provided
along the route through the development
of sustainable itineraries, which should
include appropriate places of interest and
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R17

To continue to explore the potential benefits
of a cycle carriage facility on bus transport

routes - the Norfolk Broads now operates
‘In bus’ cycle carriage.

supply chain could be strengthened.

Recommendation 18: Strategic Approach to Car
Parking

Key Issue:
Benefits

R18

Recommendation 23: Involve Community in
Tourism Policy & Decision Making

To investigate the potential for a more
strategic approach to car parking to be used
in conjunction with measures to encourage
sustainable transport use, and which also
aims to benefit local residents.

R23

Recommendation 19: Traffic Clearways
R19

To investigate the suitability of instigating
traffic clearways within certain pinch-points
for traffic congestion, including Cley-nextthe-Sea and Stiffkey.

Community

Involvement

&

To follow examples already provided within
the Norfolk Coast AONB that encourage the
involvement of community representatives
in key decisions relating to tourism. This
should include joint committees and
position statements regarding acceptable
levels of local change to accommodate the
tourism sector.

Recommendation 24: Resident Card
Recommendation 20: Expanding the Quiet
Lanes Initiative
R20

To investigate the potential of further ‘Quiet
Lanes’ to be established elsewhere within
the Norfolk Coast AONB.

Key Issue: Maximising Economic Benefit
Recommendation 21: Driving Local
Distinctiveness
R21

To ensure that tourism businesses,
wherever possible, source products from
local/Norfolk producers. This is to be
matched through appropriate promotion
to visitors to ensure/raise awareness.

Recommendation 22: Researching Current
Supply Chain Linkages
R22

R24

To conduct further research to identify the
accrued benefits of tourism throughout the
economy, and to identify where the local

To investigate the suitability and
perceptions of a resident card scheme
within the Norfolk Coast AONB, linked
to preferential parking and sustainable
transport initiatives.

Recommendation 25: Further Research into
Second Home Ownership
R25

To research fully the characteristics
of second home ownership and its
implications for the local community.

Key Issue: Visitor Management Plan
Recommendation 26: To Revise the Visitor
Management Plan and Zoning Map
R26

To include a further layer within the Norfolk
Coast AONB Visitor Management Plan
Zoning Map which defines visitors, their
characteristics, and their behaviour to
explicitly denote the potential impacts of
those behaviours.

Norfolk Coast AONB Tourism Benefits & Impacts Analysis
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6. Vision for Tourism in the
Norfolk Coast AONB

Vision for Tourism
in the Norfolk
Coast AONB
The overriding vision for tourism within the Norfolk
Coast AONB should be along the following
lines:
To develop a tourism product that is synonymous
with a high quality product, and which has
preservation and conservation of its coastal and
countryside landscapes at the very heart of its
experience.
The emphasis is on the organic growth of
existing markets and the development, through
partnerships, of niche markets specifically
identified as presenting the greatest gain but with
the least impacts (i.e. culture and sightseeing,
walking and cycling, wildlife learning, food and
drink, shopping, all with a distinct Norfolk Coast
dynamism).
Messages will be devised that seek to encourage
visitors to maximise the enjoyment of their
experiences, and memories whilst reducing their
effects - e.g. ‘take nothing but photographs; leave
nothing but footprints’ (EMS).
These messages will envelop both local and global
environmental issues; take account of community
interaction and effects; and will be consistently
imparted to visitors. This will be matched through
the delivery of initiatives and mechanisms whereby
both visitors and tourism businesses can easily
adopt appropriate behaviours that are considered
sympathetic and sustainable.

Integrated Sustainable Visitor
Network
The overall vision surrounds the need for tourists
to behave in a way that is more conducive to the
protection and conservation of the natural qualities
and characteristics of the AONB environment.
Many of the recommendations, if combined
strategically, point to the development of an
Integrated Sustainable Visitor Network (ISVN).
Map 6.1 provides a visual representation of how
this network may appear at ground level.

Tourism Day Visitors
The following provides a summary of the key
aspects of the ISVN vision in relation to Tourism
Day Visitors.
•

The provision of four or five car park sites,
identified outside, or on the outskirts of, the
Norfolk Coast AONB, established for the
specific purpose of encouraging car journeys
to end outside the AONB, and to act as a
gateway into the Norfolk Coast AONB using
sustainable transport.

•

These parking points have been chosen
because they represent the most suitable
locations to initiate:
•

Park & Ride – utilising existing bus
transport routes that provide access to
the Norfolk Coast area to encourage
access via public transport;

•

Park & Pedal – utilising the proximity

Ultimately, the Norfolk Coast AONB will be at the
forefront of the drive to change visitor behaviour in
special areas for environmental conservation.
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Examples of Potential Locations:

Salthouse Marshes Nature Reserve

Cley Marshes Nature Reserve & Visitor Centre
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Schemes:

Titchwell Marsh Nature Reserve & Visitor Centre

Ringstead Downs Nature Reserve
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of cycle routes of national or regional
recognition to encourage access via
cycling. Return trips are available
via the bus routes which have cycle
carriage provision, with cycle hire
facilities also available; and
•

•

•

•

•

Through messages and appropriate packaging
in relation to minimising their footprint at point
of contact, the visitor party will be encouraged
to pre-purchase a public transport multi-day
pass.

•

The public transport service will provide easy
access to all of the attractions and coastal
areas, with the frequency of routes matching
their needs, and timings allowing the visitor
to enjoy a relaxed evening meal and drink. At
the end of the evening, the visitor will be able
to alight at a convenient stop close to their
accommodation.

•

Through the transport pass, the visitor will
be able to enjoy certain exclusive discounts
including a reduction in entrance fees to
attractions, a free beverage with a meal in one
of the local restaurants pubs, and/or money
off a purchase made at one of the local retail
establishments.

•

The meals and beverages available in
restaurants and pubs will have a ‘Norfolk
Coast’ distinctiveness, with local produce
being sourced wherever possible.

•

Through the benefit of having participated in
an informative out-reach talk on the value of
the local wildlife on arrival, the visitor is aware
of the particular sensitivities of the natural
wildlife and how they can adopt appropriate
behaviours during their stay that will ensure
that they leave a minimal footprint. These
messages are reinforced through a visit to one
of the Visitor Centres.

•

Whilst at a Visitor Centre, the visitor will be
made aware of a scheme whereby businesses
are actively encouraged to contribute to the
conservation/management of the AONB. These
businesses support conservation/management
organisations through the promotion and
backing of specific conservation projects. In
addition, these businesses source produce
from local growers/manufacturers wherever
possible and have a ‘local’ distinctiveness,
and distinguished through a special mark that
denotes they ‘actively support conservation
within the Norfolk Coast AONB’.

•

These conservation projects are implemented
through the use of volunteer support, with
volunteering actively encouraged throughout
the Norfolk Coast in order to involve as wide
an audience of people as possible in the
approaches adopted in conservation practice.
During their trip, visitors will be encouraged to
return to the AONB with the explicit purpose of
taking part in ‘volun-tourism’ in association with
the British Trust for Conservation Volunteering,

Park & Walk – utilising existing major
walking routes within the area to
provide appropriate linear and circular
routes around the Norfolk Coast, with
potential for a return to the start point
by public transport.

Additional walking and cycling link routes
will formulate a coherent grid-style network
between the parallel paths of the Norfolk Coast
Path and National Cycle Network route, both
of which have been developed into multi-user
routes.
These routes are to feed into the Visitor
Centres within the Norfolk Coast (including
a new Centre for entrance to the Holkham
Reserve). At these Centres, visitors will be
encouraged to discover the conservation value
of the Norfolk Coast, informed of the positive
contributions they can make, and the means of
contributing through specific behaviours and
actions.
Whilst at a Visitor Centre, the visitor will be
made aware of a scheme whereby businesses
are actively encouraged to contribute to the
conservation and management of the AONB.
These businesses support conservation/
management organisations through the
promotion and backing of specific conservation
projects. In addition, these businesses source
produce from local growers/manufacturers
wherever possible and have a ‘local’
distinctiveness, and are distinguished through
a special mark that denotes they ‘actively
support conservation within the Norfolk Coast
AONB’.
The conservation projects themselves are
implemented through the use of volunteer
support, with volunteering actively encouraged
throughout the Norfolk Coast in order to involve
as wide an audience of people as possible
in the approaches adopted in conservation
practice.

Overnight Tourist
The ISVN for overnight visitors will be targeted
towards their specific behaviours and needs. It is
likely that they will continue to arrive by car, and
that car-parking provision will be provided at the
accommodation site. However:
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•
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RSPB, or National Trust for example.

It is realised that this is purely a vision, and that
the necessary level of integration would be difficult
to achieve. However, it has been presented to
demonstrate the ambition needed for achieving
a sustainable tourism product. This includes to
create an offer whereby the visitor is encouraged
to undertake more appropriate behaviours that will
have less of an impact on the local community
or natural environment before they arrive at the
destination, and then ensure that these messages
are consistently replayed to the visitor during their
stay.
To become even partial reality, this vision will need
an appropriate level of investment in facilities and
services that will support this behaviour; and a high
degree of partnership to ensure that the visitor
spend benefits of this approach are maximised.
The Norfolk Coast Partnership is in a prime position
to encourage and co-ordinate the various elements
of this vision.
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Norfolk Coast Partnership
South Wing
Fakenham Fire Station
Norwich Road
Fakenham
Norfolk
NR212 8BB
Tel: 0121228 8505120
email: aonb@norfolk.gov.uk
www.norfolkcoastaonb.org.uk
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